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80 kilometers through war destroyed Syria: Welome to your

seond home

Figure 1: The wrek of an airplane points eastward from Aleppo toward the Airfore

Base Kuwairis Sharki. Photo: Karin Leukefeld

It is a sunny spring morning as we head for Manbidsh. The ity is about 80

kilometers east of Aleppo and before the war was one of the enters of land and livestok

in Syria. About 900,000 people lived in the ity and the ounty � Arabs, Cherkesses,

Turkmen and Kurds. The waters of the Euphrates and the proximity to Jarabulus, a

border town to Turkey, aroused trade in the region.

As in many rural areas of Syria, the inhabitants of the region around Manbid also

followed their own inlinations. The population is onservative, families large, a general

lak of eduation. The word of the Imam applies to man more than that of the provinial

administration in Aleppo, or even to the government in distant Damasus.

Previously, the journey to Manbidsh via the expressway via Al-Bab took about 45

minutes. But Al-Bab is oupied by Turkish troops and armed groups. So we follow the
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highway in the diretion of Rakka in a vehile of the speial mission fores of Aleppo.

Three soldiers aompany us �to the last hekpoint before the ity,� Aleppo had told

the responsible military ommand. �From then on the Military Counil of Manbidsh

will look after you.�

Traes of battle on the right and left of the road are unmistakable. Most of the

villages are empty. Only now and then is there laundry on the roofs, a sign that people

still live here. A large power station is loated about 15 kilometers east of Aleppo.

There is damage to the towers and buildings. It is said, China is supporting the repair

of the plant. The large oil tanks are almost ompletely destroyed. It was unlear

whether they were the responsiblity of the insurgents' missiles or the attaks of the US

Air Fore. A highway bridge is bombed, so tra� is redireted through a village and

aross a sand piste along an irrigation anal. Coahes and heavily laden truks swing

along the anal, whih is wrapped in a large dust-loud.

Shortly before the Kuwairi Sharki air base, the front-line military o�er turns o�

the highway northwards and drives along a narrow ountry road around the airport.

For four years, the base had been besieged by the Syrian army, with the help of its allies

Russia, Iran and Hezbollah from Lebanon, ould retake it at the end of 2015. Large

battle holes open up, the asphalt pavement is deeply rutted and impassable. It looks

as if a giganti harrow had been pulled through to not let anyone pass. The vehiles

� oahes, truks, taxis, minibuses, motorbikes � emerge on the �elds. Holding a ar

here on the road requires great skill.

For miles, the path leads through deserted villages. The heavy destrution indiates

�ere �ghting. The spring bloom of trees and bushes, olorful �owers, vines and olive

groves are in sharp ontrast to this. The only visible people are shepherds who lead

their herds of sheep and goats over vast green �elds, and soldiers of the Syrian army,

who have deorated their hekpoints with Syrian, Russian and loal tribal �ags and

�owers.

�You want to go to Manbidh? Welome,� says an o�er as he peers through the

window. Then he hands us two ontainers of deliious juie: �Welome to your seond

home,� he smiles, pointing to the east, where a provisional plaque is ereted. �It'll

be a while if you don't want to go by the Turks to Al-Bab. Have a good trip! The

Syrian mobile onnetion will eventually run out and will soon be replaed by �Eulux,�

a network of unknown origins.

Two hours later, our esort vehile turns o� at a busy hekpoint and stops. Here we

are handed over �to the other side,� says the soldier, and smiles at us heerfully before

turning the arriage and returning. A large, burly man in uniform asks us to follow

him. The road is logged with oil tankers, whih, as if oming out of nowhere, meander

through the ontrol point in both diretions. The bulky uniformed man rushed in front

of us in his Toyota pik-up. Men waving the truks aside to allow the �VIP transport�

to pass. A little later, we are on a base above whih the Russian �ag and the �ag of

the military ounil of Manbidsh are �ying. The Russian soldiers look at eah other
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only as we get out of the ar. Then we are asked by armed men into a room. �Welome

to the Military Counil of Manbidsh,� says a young man, who introdues himself as

Ahmed. �How long do you want to stay?�

Manbij is a hub for the ma�a-ontrolled oil trade in Syria. As the Chairman of

the Military Counil of Manbidsh, Adnan Abu Amdjad, said in onversation with the

young world , the vehiles are empty and go to the oil �elds in the north-east of the

ountry. There they are loaded and bring the oil over Manbidsh to Homs into the

largest Syrian re�nery. There was an agreement with the Syrian government on the

removal of oil from Hasaka and other oil �elds. �We have to give people what we have,�

said Abu Amdjad, �and the oil belongs to the Syrian people, so we agree to transport

it safely through our territory.�

Asked about this agreement, a disussion partner in Aleppo, who does not want to

be named, explained that there is no diret agreement between the military ounil of

Manbij and the Syrian government. �It is a great oil ma�a doing business there.� The

oil omes from areas under the ontrol of the jihadist militia �Islami State� (IS) or the

Kurds, and is sold to middlemen. They sell it to a wealthy business man from Rakka

who, in turn, hands it over to the state re�nery in Homs via middle-men.

�The Syrian government buys oil from IS,� Syrian opposition leaders abroad say of

Damasus.

�This is wrong,� emphasizes the interloutor in Aleppo. It was a ma�a that deserved

the fat that the entire infrastruture of the Syrian oil industry � pipelines, onveyor

systems � was armed by armed groups or destroyed by them. The government is

therefore fored to buy its own oil, espeially sine the EU santions made the purhase

of oil on the international market almost impossible. (kl)
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